RUSSIAN FAIRY TALES

1. Репка (Turnip)  
Class: Russian 3, Section 1  
Instructor: Tonya Sergieff  
Director and Scriptwriter: Julian Lopez  
Costume designer: Lou Schneid  
Set designer: Timothy Jewell  
Sound engineer: Julian Lopez  
Cast  
Narrator: Tyler Smith  
Turnip: Ginger Buswell  
Grandfather Petr Petrovich: Reginaldo Peralta  
Grandmother Agafia Ivanovna: Anna Bar  
Granddaughter Masha: Olivia Kaminsky  
Dog Zhuchka: David Williams  
Cat Murka: Michael Liu  
Mouse Shusha: Jillian Gobright

2. Красная шапочка (Little Red Riding Hood)  
Class: Russian 3, Section 2  
Instructor: Sasha Razor  
Scriptwriter: Sasha Razor  
Translators: Jason Lustig, Lauren Uba, Stephanie Jacobson  
Directors: Melissa Hatley and Francesca Holland  
Set Designer: Gabrielle Harris  
Costume Designer: Deanna Nikoian, Daniel Starikov, Nicholas Miller  
Music: Lemonday (Caligula)  
Cast  
Narrator 1: William Crites-Krumm  
Narrator 2: Francesca Holland  
Mother: Melissa Hatley  
Little Red Riding Hood: Maria Sosyan  
Wolf: Max Areolla  
Grandmother: Nicholas Miller, Douglas Nicewicz, Deanna Nikoian
3. Любовь (College Love Drama)  
**Class:** Russian 6/101 C  
**Instructor:** Naya Lekht  
**Scriptwriter:** Irina Tolstikova McKay  
**English Translation:** Irina Tolstikova McKay  
**Director:** Naya Lekht  
**Set Designer:** Jonathan Blaisdell and Matt Sebade  
**Music:** Matt Sebade  
**Cast**  
- Svetlana (Sveta, a student): Katja Nelson  
- Petya (a student): Dustin Chavkin  
- Anton (Petya’s friend, a student): Matt Bunnett  
- Marina (Sveta’s friend, a student): Paulina Popovskaya  
- Ivan Ivanovich (Dean, Sveta’s family friend): Derek Groom  
- Vasya (Ivan Ivanovich’s son, a student): Sheldon Chan  
- Tamara (Sveta’s friend, a student): Melissa Kent  
- Zhenya (a student): Agape Deng  
- Vally (a student): Michelle Morely  
- Vera Alekseevna (head teacher): Syd Heller  
- Elena (a graduate student): Chris Dexter

4. Золотая рыбка (Gold Fish)  
**Class:** Russian 102C/108  
**Instructor:** Anna Kudyma  
**Directors:** Mariam Barseghyan, Armine Manukyan, Sona Gichyan  
**Scriptwriters:** Mariam Barseghyan, Armine Manukyan, Sona Gichyan  
**Costume manager:** Natasha Pirumova  
**Set designers:** Hayk Barseghyan, Regina Govlich  
**Sound:** Hayk Barseghyan  
**Cast**  
- Narrator: Irina Mkitaryan  
- Grandmothers: Natasha Pirumova, Sona Gichyan  
- Grandfathers: Gideon Sandford, Misha Miller  
- Granddaughter: Fiona Hay  
- Goldfish: Alyssa Haerle  
- Neighbor: Jesse O'Dell

5. Теремок (A Small House)  
**Class:** Russian 100C  
One sunny day, a small frog was wandering the forest when he came across a little cottage that was abandoned. He decided to go inside and make it his home. He was soon joined by a mouse, a hedgehog, and a rooster. Each of them was a hard worker – the frog cooked, the mouse cleaned, the rooster played a harmonica and the hedgehog protected their home. However, soon the house came to the attention of a mean wolf who wanted to steal the rooster and eat it. After ganging up with the fox, they both decided to wait for the big bear to help them break the cottage down. So together the three of them traveled to the cottage, but when they got there the animals would not let them in. Eventually, the wolf got hurt, and the bear got scared so only the fox was left. She vowed to capture the rooster, and charmed him down from a tree. As she ran away with him in her mouth, the other animals chased her and cut off her tail. Although the rooster was hurt, they had managed to protect their house and chase the bad animals away. Thus, the animals rejoiced!  
**Instructor:** Larisa Karkafi  
**Director:** Yuliya Ilyushenko  
**Scriptwriter:** based on a story by S. Marshak  
**Costume manager:** Yuliya Ilyushenko  
**Decorations:** Alexia Boyarsky and Yuliya Ilyushenko  
**Sound:** Alexia Boyarsky  
**Cast**  
- Frog: James Gauzner  
- Mouse: Liza Smirnoff
Rooster: Ilia Jbankov  
Hedgehog: Emma Zoryan  
Fox: Natalie Chudnovsky  
Wolf: Ashot Oganesyan  
Bear: Aleksandr Melnik  
Narrators: Leyla Hasanzade and Neli Petrosyan

6. Мша и три медведя (Misha and the Three Bears)  
Class: Russian 3, Section 3

Instructor: Naomi Caffee  
Scriptwriter: Olga Dobrunoff  
Producer, Costume, Set Designer, Sound Engineer: Katelyn Strobel

Cast
Misha: Lev Golod  
Papa Bear: Harrison Homel  
Mama Bear: Tiffany Thompson  
Baby Bear: Jocelyn Guevara  
Narrator: Joshua Fishbein  
Chorus: Marissa Yardley Clifford, Heather Graul, Brady O'Brien, Bailey Headrick, Ariella Roughton